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ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 
Consideration of Tabled Papers 

Resumed from 12 June on the following motion moved by Hon Stephen Dawson (Minister for Environment) — 

That pursuant to standing order 69(1), the Legislative Council take note of tabled papers 1340A–D 
(budget papers 2018–19) laid upon the table of the house on Thursday, 10 May 2018. 

HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [3.07 pm]: Today I rise to give my fourteenth budget reply, 
and I have to say that not much has changed. We still talk about the diminution of staffing in agencies. We are still 
talking about fiscal provenance. I sometimes wonder whether it is just more of the same. Anyway, I acknowledge 
the speech given by my colleague Hon Diane Evers in response to the budget, which was her primary 
responsibility. She stressed in her speech the importance of focusing on regional areas, increasing services to the 
regions and encouraging people to stay in regional areas. I am also very passionate about that in the Pilbara and 
the Kimberley, which are the areas with which I have a great deal of relationship. 

I suppose we can almost go back to what I had to say 14 years ago: we need to understand that resource 
consumption now exceeds the regenerative capacity of our earth. In that regard, I do not see much in any budget 
in the last 14 years that has truly addressed these issues. Budgets that I was not involved in prior to that, back in 
1988, were taking the quite futuristic view of the government of the day. They established Greenhouse 88, which 
was a committee of 14 that reported to government on a regular basis on the future. Our resources are finite and 
we know that we are 127th in the world in terms of a future fund, yet we are one of the most resource rich states in 
the world. Unfortunately, we have done nothing to retain the value of the immense wealth that has been generated 
from this state. At one level, part of the problem is that we have bent over backwards for the big end of town, 
which came to the state and said, “We will develop the state but you’ve got to dance to our tune”, whereas 
governments in other countries, whether it be Canada, Norway, or many other nations, have said, “You will dance 
to our tune.” It is very much the same in Saudi Arabia. I have mentioned in this place before that I once met with 
an engineer from Saudi Arabia who asked me what countries we were buying. I quizzed him and he said that when 
a country or a state is generating an amount of income from oil, gas or mining, it must be doing something with 
that money. I replied, “No, we aren’t.” At a global level, unfortunately, in one of the most prosperous states—
Western Australia—we have done very little with that over time. I talked about many things back in 2001, 
including long-distance commuting or fly in, fly out workers and those sorts of things, and I am still here today 
talking about exactly the same things. 

[Quorum formed.] 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: We continue to extract and overuse our natural resources beyond their replenishment 
capacity. I am reminded of a statement made by the Association of Mining and Exploration Companies in its 
2003 annual report. It acknowledged for the first time ever that the mining industry had been kidding itself that it 
was a sustainable industry and made the commentary that we have to acknowledge that the industry is not 
sustainable. If we want a sustainable society into the future, we need to establish an economic base on which we 
can go there. Unfortunately, in the last term of government, a number of things led us in the opposite direction. 

In 1985, a gentleman whom we acknowledged in this chamber, Dr Phillip Playford, who has now unfortunately 
passed away, led a committee of inquiry that was referred to as the working party on conservation and 
rehabilitation in the mining industry. It comprised Dr Phillip Playford, John Clarke, Peter Atkinson, Sue Belford, 
David Bennett, Bill Carr, Geoff Dodge, David Fitzgerald, Graeme Robertson, Richard Tastula and Dr Alan Tingay. 
At that time, we looked at the issue of bond arrangements. Until then, very few bonds had been established in 
Western Australia and it was a recommendation on a number of pages associated with that report. In reference to 
bonds, paragraph 4.4 states — 

Such a bond needs to be sufficient for the State to complete the rehabilitation work to the required 
standard in the event of the miner failing to do so. 

… 

A bank guarantee appears to be the most suitable option, as it would result in the least financial hardship 
for the operator. 

Unfortunately, many things have happened since then. In 1993, under my consultancy, Chapple Research, 
I conducted a review for the then Minister for Mines on the Playford report. I quote from that report — 

It is apparent that for whatever reason that the imposition of the bond system, is working. Recent mines 
and operations are taking the issue of perceived environmental management in a more responsible 
manner. 
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We were moving forward but this report is from 1993. Comments made in the Playford report about the bond 
system include that it had removed many of the key legacy issues. What I went on to say was quite interesting. In 
relation to bond provision, I made the comment that — 

That a levy be struck on all future mine developments, to establish a reserve fund, for the 
environmental rehabilitation of mine sites and shafts, waste dumps and tailings dams, not to be 
re-worked. This levy to be administered and managed in conjunction with the bond system. This 
levy could be waived and bond system modified, in the event of a proponent, giving commitment to 
re-habilitate a mine site adjacent to their current tenement. i.e. using waste or tailings to infill 
adjacent pits, including surface regeneration. 

Back in 1993, we were talking about what eventually became the mining rehabilitation fund. Moving to 
30 March 2011, Western Australia’s mining security system’s preferred options paper recommended that the bond 
system, which was then standing at 25 per cent of the projected cost of environmental repair, be moved to 
100 per cent. I quote its report — 

A review into the State’s mining securities system was also conducted by the Department of Industry and 
Resources in 2008, which recommended the retention of an environmental bond system with rates 
increased to levels approaching the full cost of rehabilitation and mine closure. Such a system would have 
brought Western Australia’s mining securities generally in line with other jurisdictions in Australia and 
other developed countries. 

The government’s implementation of the recommendation to increase bond rates was put on hold in 
response to the global financial crisis, resulting in the current Minister for Mines and Petroleum placing 
a two year moratorium on the raising of bond rates. 

It is recognised that moving to a full cost bond system could have a significant financial impact on the 
industry and, therefore, the wider community. For this reason, during the period of the moratorium, the 
department commenced a review to determine alternatives to a full cost bond system … 

Then in 2012, the Liberal–National government, under Hon Norman Moore, moved to introduce what I had 
basically recommended back in 1993—a mining rehabilitation fund. It is interesting to note that the second reading 
speech associated with that provision indicates it was not seen to be a replacement for the bonds system; it was 
seen to be a future fund for, I think, about 20 000 abandoned sites that exist in Western Australia. We have a major 
problem with abandoned mine sites, which was addressed by Hon Norman Moore in his second reading speech on 
26 September 2012. Unfortunately, since then we have had the mining rehabilitation fund, and we have 
relinquished or handed back all the bonds held by various corporations. The idea was that the MRF would end up 
with about $500 million in its reserve fund, to be used as capital for an investment to enable the rehabilitation. 
Unfortunately, we have been eating into that for rehabilitation processes for mines that are currently getting into 
trouble. On 12 June this year, WAtoday reported that Sino Iron and Korean Steel, basically subsidiaries of the 
Chinese government, had bought the rights of Clive Palmer’s private firm Mineralogy to mining tenements 
100 kilometres south east of Karratha. They entered into an agreement with Mineralogy in 2014 to pay about 
$529 million into a rehabilitation fund, as per the Western Australian mining law. The article reads — 

Chinese-owned mining companies could skip a $529 million bill for environmental damage caused by an 
iron ore mining project in Cape Preston, in WA’s Pilbara, a report from Clive Palmer’s mining company 
Mineralogy has found. 

There is a significant issue around this that I will quickly explain. The mine is owned by Sino Iron and 
Korean Steel under a corporation called CITIC Pacific Mining, but the tenement is actually owned by Mineralogy, 
so there is the issue of who will be responsible. The article continues — 

Mineralogy was to act as trustee of the $529 million fund to ensure the site could be restored at the end 
of the mine’s estimated 25-year life. 
But it has commissioned from mining rehabilitation expert Mike Slight that it says confirms rehabilitation 
funds have gone unpaid. 
Mr Palmer said Citic’s recent statement signalling it was considering abandoning the project meant the 
matter was now “pressing and urgent”. 
The project is now well into production phase and Mineralogy operations executive Nui Harris estimated 
it was causing more than $1 million in environmental damage per day of operations. 
“Serious questions must be asked why foreign government–owned companies are being allowed to 
exploit the wealth of Australia unchecked,” he said. 
But a Citic Pacific spokesman said Sino Iron was in compliance with its environmental obligations under 
the State Agreement and relevant legislation. 
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That is absolutely correct, because the companies do not actually have to have a bond any longer; they just have 
to pay two per cent into the MRF, which will never repay the issue. I note that the new Minister for Mines and 
Petroleum has already indicated that he wants a tougher role in relation to corporations. An article in 
The West Australian of 27 April 2017 reads — 

New Mines Minister Bill Johnston has called on the Federal Government to ensure that the parent 
companies of mines, or even their directors, remain responsible for the clean-up after the mines are closed. 

Unfortunately, he might want that, but unless we have some sort of carrot or stick to deal with the issue, we will 
see companies walking away. A Senate inquiry into rehabilitation is going on at the moment. A very prominent 
member of the Western Australian mining community, Mr Harley Lacy, who has won a Golden Gecko Award and 
is well known throughout the industry, indicated in his submission that the idea of the capacity of mining 
organisations to meet 100 per cent of closure costs through bonding provisions has at times been criticised by 
industry. Primarily, in reducing available capital for the company, bonding is generally provided in the form of 
a bank guarantee, and does reduce the borrowing limit of companies, but it is an effective low-cost bank security 
for the state and hence the commonwealth. 
The problem we have is that when these corporations go to the wall, it falls back on general revenue, and by extension 
the taxpayer, to pick up the costs of rehabilitation. That is not factored into the budget, and that is why I come back 
to the whole budget issue. If we are going to have a budget, we need to look at our liabilities, and those liabilities are 
not included in the budget. They never have been, and I am not sure that they ever will be, but it should be 
a really important part of establishing a budget, knowing the liabilities and assets. On 16 February 2016 I asked 
a question of the then minister, Hon Bill Marmion, about how many projects that had bonds released for their 
tenements had been put into administration since the bonds were released. There were four: Kimberley Diamond 
Company, GMK Exploration Pty Ltd, Pluton Resources—the operator of the Cockatoo Island iron ore project—
and Midwest Vanadium. I then asked for the estimated total amount of money that had been returned and was now 
a liability of the state. Kimberley Diamond left a liability of $40.18 million; GMK Exploration left a liability of 
$3.8 million; Pluton Resources left a liability of $3.52 million; and Midwest Vanadium left a liability of 
$16.15 million. At no stage have I ever seen, in any budget, that deficit being attributed to a budget item, which it 
should be. If we are doing a proper cost–benefit analysis, that is where it needs to occur. 

The Minister for Mines and Petroleum, Bill Johnston, has said that changes need to be made, so that mining 
companies cannot use legal loopholes to avoid environmental rehabilitation obligations. He is quoted in WAtoday 
on 1 May 2017, as stating — 

“Rogue players, as they’ve been called, should not be allowed to shift their costs to the rest of the industry, 
negatively impacting other companies,” he said. 

That is a bit of a misnomer, because in fact those costs are not shifted to other companies—the taxpayer ends up 
picking up the tab. The article continues — 

“In light of experience, there is a need to assess and improve the Mining Rehabilitation Fund so that the 
industry is protected.” 

[Quorum formed.] 
Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: I chuckle. 
“In light of experience, there is a need to assess and improve the mining rehabilitation fund.” That statement was 
made by the Minister for Mines and Petroleum, Bill Johnston. We need to resolve this issue but tinkering with 
a mining rehabilitation fund that generates merely two per cent from the mining industry is not the way to go 
because the mining rehabilitation fund is not there to operate as a de facto bond system; it is there to clean up sites 
such as Wittenoom and many others that exist around the nation. We have a shaft 70 metres from a Leonora school 
that is unfenced and unbounded. We need to do things with that fund. 
I return to what has been discussed already. Very little is being done about the 11 000 abandoned mine sites and 
about 200 000 abandoned mining features in WA. These figures came about as a result of the Senate inquiry. 
Mines get abandoned for many reasons, including commodity prices, collapsing demand, dipping and cost 
spiralling—a range of issues. Unfortunately, in all of this process, we have done little. The Chamber of Minerals 
and Energy fronted the inquiry and was not able to provide any examples of a good outcome. I want to deal with 
that. 
I want to refer to other aspects of the budget, particularly certain budget pages relating to the Department of 
Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions. I start with biodiversity concerns and issues raised by the Auditor 
General. How will the Minister for Environment fix this without funding in the department? The budget does not 
reinstate the level of funding for the environment, especially threatened species that were removed under the 
Barnett government. In 2015, the Barnett government cut 90 FTEs from the Department of Parks and Wildlife, 
now the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions, including 30 FTEs from science and 
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conservation. Until those science and land management positions are reinstated at the Department of Biodiversity, 
Conservation and Attractions—I wish we could get out of that name—this government cannot hope to address the 
threats and complex challenges faced by WA’s biodiversity that this budget refers to on page 571 of budget 
paper No 2. In fact, it appears from page 573 of budget paper No 2 that a program conserving habitats, species and 
ecological communities will be about $4 million worse off in 2018–19 compared with 2017–18. I cannot find 
anywhere in this budget a serious commitment from the McGowan government to address the state’s runaway 
biodiversity loss. This is despite the fact that in September 2017, the WA Auditor General raised a red flag about 
this in his audit “Rich and Rare: Conservation of Threatened Species Follow-up Audit”. This audit found the 
number of threatened species in WA had increased 12 per cent since the 2009 audit to 672 species. The 
Auditor General specifically urged the government to increase funding. That Auditor General’s report states — 

DBCA conservation services including those aimed at threatened species are operating with fewer 
resources than in 2009. Both expenditure and staffing are below 2009 levels while the conservation task 
has grown as more species are listed as threatened. 

That was on page 6 of “Rich and Rare: Conservation of Threatened Species Follow-up Audit”. The Auditor General 
also found that many recovery plans for the threatened species are often not resourced and therefore not being 
implemented. He further warned that a 2009 recommendation for the government to increase the amount of land 
it reserves for conservation to be increased had not been followed. WA’s threatened species exist all over the state 
and are a key asset to science and potentially the health and wellbeing of our sense of identity and state pride as 
well as industry and tourism. I am curious to learn what specific services the Minister for Tourism will be 
responsible for in relation to the service “Conserving Habitats, Species and Ecological Communities” outlined on 
page 572 of the budget papers. Our biodiversity is found in our capital as well as our region. While noting that this 
budget does make brief mention within the planning portfolio of the purchase of remaining Bush Forever sites 
held in private ownership, I urge the government to also address another big gap in Bush Forever, which is that 
many Bush Forever sites are still, 18 years after the scheme was announced, outside the conservation reserve estate 
and, as such, lack both protection and a signed management agency. This budget suggests that the government 
would use the considerable metropolitan regional tax funds to secure infrastructure for Metronet. The Greens also 
call on it to sue the fund and implement Bush Forever and green corridors across Perth and Peel to make this city 
a liveable place into the future. To do this effectively, the first step will take reinstating funding and staffing for 
the environment, especially in science and conservation. Sadly, this has not occurred in this budget. 

I now turn to another aspect of the budget. Looking at the budget from a local government perspective, it was 
interesting to note in WALGA’s recommendations for budget repair that it noted the importance of delivering 
genuine savings, not shifting costs to local government or the not-for-profit sector, ensuring taxpayer dollars are 
directed to essential services that will deliver the greatest benefits to local communities. Very importantly, 
revenues collected from the waste avoidance and resource recovery levy should be directed into strategic waste 
management activities. I know that members in this place were here when we debated the great waste robbery—
when the former government increased the resource recovery levy only to have the majority of it go into a shortfall 
in what was then CALM funding. 

Hon Donna Faragher: I haven’t seen the current government bringing in legislation to reverse that. Have you 
noted that? 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: I had noted it. I am coming to that very point. 

Hon Donna Faragher: Good. I am pleased because you may recall, we spent a few hours on this. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! There are terribly unruly interjections coming from Hon Donna Faragher. 
Hon Robin Chapple has the call. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: I was just coming to that very salient point observed by my colleague. I do remember 
in this chamber a number of members on the government side of the house being very critical of the decisions — 

Hon Donna Faragher: One spoke for 12 hours on it. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: I am very, very surprised — 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! If anybody is speaking, but not for 12 hours, it will be Hon Robin Chapple. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: Thank you, Mr Deputy President. I do enjoy your interjections from the Chair. They 
are really valuable. It keeps me on track. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! Member, the Chair never interjects but I do call you to order. Members, 
honestly, the behaviour in this place this afternoon is appalling. Hon Robin Chapple knows not to involve the 
Chair in the debate.  
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Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: When it comes to this particular issue, I am very surprised that the new government, 
which was very vocal when in opposition about the cost shifting of the previous government, has not had the 
fortitude to put the levy back where it belongs—that is, into waste and recycling. 

Hon Peter Collier: Hear, hear! 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: Hear, hear from that side of the chamber? 

Hon Peter Collier: I say that because the government has not adhered to its principles. I am not saying I agree 
with it. I am saying I agree with the point you have made. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: Okay! 

Hon Dr Sally Talbot: He’s not on your side! 

Hon Peter Collier: You understand what I mean, don’t you? 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! If we have one speech at a time, members will not get confused. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: Thank you, Mr President—Mr Deputy Acting President, or whatever you are — 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: I know who I am; just get on with your speech. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: I now want to talk about my favourite subject, the Burrup Peninsula. We certainly have 
a problem with the expansion of industry in Western Australia. The former government, under Premier Colin Barnett, 
talked about World Heritage listing for the Burrup. The current Premier, Hon Mark McGowan, has also talked 
about World Heritage listing for the Burrup. However, we have found out that this government is proposing to put 
three new industries on the Burrup. The key issue is that so long as we adhere to the fundamental plan of the 
Department of State Development, we have a problem. The plan of the Department of State Development is that 
we will destroy the Burrup, we will then destroy West Intercourse Island, and we will then move industry to the 
Maitland industrial estate. Maitland is flat land, with 20 per cent lower construction costs than anywhere on 
West Intercourse Island or the Burrup. Unfortunately, this government is being led by the nose to a large degree 
by the Department of State Development, which has said it has three new projects for the Burrup. I had the privilege 
of meeting with one of those proponents the other day. He did not even know that Maitland exists. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: Who was that? 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: I would rather not say, but I had a lengthy conversation with one of the proponents at 
his offices in St Georges Terrace. He did not know that Maitland, a gazetted industrial estate with industry already 
on it, exists. I am very annoyed with that agency in providing the government and the minister with advice. We 
know from the International Council on Monuments and Sites and from the work that Carmen Lawrence has done 
in this space that if any further industry goes to the Burrup, the Burrup will not be given World Heritage listing. 
World Heritage listing will not be given to a place that is already completely in danger—it will not be accepted. 
Yesterday, I asked question without notice 439 of the Minister for Environment about the process for 
World Heritage listing of the Burrup. We have had public statements from Murujuga Aboriginal Corporation on 
Radio National that it supports World Heritage listing of the Burrup. The answer I was given by the minister 
yesterday was that MAC is still considering that listing and needs to get all the parties together. I can tell the 
minister that a document has already been signed by all parties in support of World Heritage listing of the Burrup. 
Therefore, I am not sure where the government is getting its information from. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: From MAC. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: That document already exists. I am more than happy to provide the minister with a copy 
of that document. It is signed by all the deed parties to the Burrup and Maitland Industrial Estates Agreement. 
Having said that, as I explained to the minister yesterday, the problem is that if we cannot get this proposal on the 
go now, by the time we are able to put to the federal government a request for an emergency listing for the Burrup, 
the horse will have bolted. If the industries that are proposing to establish on the Burrup—Perdaman Industries, 
Methanex and Coogee Chemicals—end up doing so, there will be very little chance of getting World Heritage 
listing for the Burrup. I have been passionate about that since 1974 when I first went to the Burrup to work for 
Hawker Siddeley Brush. I support industry going to Maitland. The problem is that the rocks on the Burrup already 
have a pH of 4. That is the same pH as beer. I do like a glass of beer, but I do not particularly want to go and lick 
it off the rocks. Having said that, we need to understand that beer has an instant effect on oxides. Water has 
a pH of 7. Hydrochloric acid has a pH of 1. The acidity of the rocks on the Burrup is about halfway between those 
levels, and the rocks are getting more acidic as we speak. If any further industry is put on the Burrup and nothing 
is done to reduce the acid load on the Burrup, we can kiss goodbye to the world’s most important rock art site. 

I now come back to the budget papers. I have dealt to a large degree with the mines portfolio. I want to touch on 
some Aboriginal Affairs issues. Net appropriation determinations for the budget year 2018–19 are estimated to be 
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$81.807 million and to decline over the forward estimates to $66.951 million in 2019–20, $60.635 million in 
2020–21 and $52.411 million in 2021–22. Funding for the Aboriginal governance and leadership development 
program has almost been cut in half and will end after this budget year. The funding drops from $1.777 million in 
2017–18—I will not read out the other figures that I have, because I think I have got my figures wrong—to zero 
in 2019–20. 

When it comes to biodiversity issues, which is another passion of mine, there is no mention of any funding for the 
eradication of cane toads. The government has obviously given up on that and just thrown its hands in the air. 

I turn now to the staffing levels for Indigenous Affairs. It is very difficult to work out the staffing levels because 
of the amalgamation of departments. 

Hon Peter Collier: I have put in a question on that, and I will get the answer back tomorrow. You might be 
interested in that. I have done it for every department. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: Lovely; thank you. We can then do a tally. It is a pity we do not have that now because 
we would have a field day. 

Hon Peter Collier: Apparently, the answer is due back tomorrow and we will find out. I will give it to you. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: I thank Hon Peter Collier for his interjection. That will be very valuable. 

Under the former government, there was a marked reduction in staffing levels and a number of cuts to the funding 
for Heritage. We now see what appear to be—I make the point “what appear to be”—further cuts in this budget to 
that area. Many of the people who were in the department — 

Hon Peter Collier: How can you tell? It is so hard when it is all over the place. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: Hon Peter Collier obviously knows, as the former minister, that I was very quizzical 
about what was happening in the then Department of Aboriginal Affairs. I know many of the people in that 
department. In fact, I have had a good working relationship with one of the former minister’s senior staff members, 
Mr Aaron Rayner. I worked with him quite recently. He is no longer with the department. I will point out that he 
left when the department was under the minister’s jurisdiction. I have also worked with Catherine Polowniak and 
many others who are now working in other organisations. These people were crucial to keeping that department 
running and they are now all diffuse and gone. In estimates, I asked the current CEO, Gail McGowan — 

Hon Peter Collier: What estimates? 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: Not these ones; it was last year’s estimates. 

Hon Peter Collier: I was going to say they are not in this one. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE: Sorry, it was not estimates; it was the annual report hearings. I tried to tease out how 
many staff were in the agency, but because the department staff are quite diffuse I could not get a real answer. 
There was sort of an indication that the department needed experts and they would be brought in, which I do not 
think is a very good way to run a department. 
I will move on to the issue of remote housing mentioned in budget paper No 3. Page 4 states — 

A commitment to continued Commonwealth funding for remote housing is also being sought following 
the expiry of the current agreement (around $100 million per annum) on 30 June 2018. 

I really would not mind a response about this from the minister, because, quite clearly, that was what led to the 
former Premier going out onto the front steps of Parliament House and saying in a fit of rage, “We will close 
150 communities.” Quite clearly, that never happened and I hope it never will happen. That was largely in response 
to the federal government removing about $100 million per annum that was coming to the state for remote housing. 
That is obviously going to have a significant adverse impact on remote communities. Could the minister indicate 
in his budget reply how the government is going to deal with this, because I do not want to see those communities 
suffer any more than they already have? I understand that it is a commonwealth problem. It has removed the 
funding. I think it was a terrible initiative of the commonwealth government to do that, but it has left us holding 
the cake, and I would really like to know from the minister how we are going to deal with this. There is no funding 
that I can see on page 286 of the Budget Statements for remote housing. It will be interesting to see where we are 
going to be at after 30 June 2018. Page 417 of the Budget Statements states — 

• The National Partnership Agreement on Remote Housing concludes on 30 June 2018 and there is no 
further Commonwealth funding commitment beyond this date. The absence of ongoing 
Commonwealth funds creates a substantial funding shortfall, removing the Department’s ability to 
commit to new builds or support more houses and comprises the effective delivery of a planned asset 
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management program. The State will continue to support existing housing in remote communities, 
recognising its importance for social, economic, health and education outcomes. 

I want to know how the government is going to do that when we do not have any money. That would be my 
concern in that area. 
I turn to the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation division on page 552 of the Budget Statements. 
The container deposit scheme is flagged under significant issues impacting the agency. It states that the department 
is developing the scheme for implementation in 2020, when it was previously announced that it would be 
implemented in 2019. The key issue is why there has been a delay in the CDS, considering that over 90 per cent 
of respondents to the government survey supported a CDS in WA. Has the government considered expanding the 
CDS to include all glass bottles such as wine and beer bottles? Glass is a hazard for cyclists and other people using 
footpaths, dual paths and roads. Glass contaminates kerbside recycling, so removing it from kerbside recycling 
through a CDS would increase the value of kerbside recycling. I think we need a very clear explanation from 
government about how we are going to operate this program and why there has been a delay. 
I was very pleased to hear the Premier yesterday talk about the fact that he is going to consider other aspects of 
plastics and recycling. He is now talking about straws and other single-use plastic packaging. As I have said in the 
media, we have a bill that has been second read and I have no problem with the government tinkering with it, but 
let us get it in and get it done. 
I have dealt with biodiversity, but there is one other thing I want to briefly talk about—I should have mostly 
covered it a bit earlier—and that is the exploration incentive scheme. I support what the government has done in 
that regard. The funding of $10 million per annum for the exploration incentive scheme will be raised through 
increases to annual mining tenement rents of six per cent in the 2018–19 and 2019–20 budgets. My problem with 
the exploration incentive scheme has always been that it was being funded out of royalties for regions, which 
certainly was not set up to do that. Royalties for regions was about providing services to the regions, not subsidising 
the mining industry. Here there is a process by which the incentive scheme will be kept going, and we know it has 
delivered some good outcomes, but the money is coming from the mining sector, so it is robbing Peter to pay Paul; 
it is not coming out of some other budget. I think that has been a good thing from the state government. We know 
it will create local employment, because most exploration companies are locally based rather than centrally based. 
It is a good outcome. The Budget Statements reflects that future in the footnote on page 207, which states — 

The Department collects additional revenue for Mining Tenement Rentals … The increased revenue from 
2018–19 onwards supports the continuation of the Exploration Incentive Scheme with funding of 
$5 million in 2018–19 and a further $10 million per annum from 2019–20 … 

I go back almost to where I started my contribution. One thing that has always puzzled me is that a state that is so 
mineral rich cannot create a future fund or a reserve. I go back to the 2013 review of the royalty regime. That was 
conducted with cabinet and various ministers, and we have stuck at 10 per cent. That is the notional figure. Every 
royalty rate under that is reduced, so iron ore is 7.5 per cent and gold is still currently stuck on 2.5 per cent, whereas 
every other state is on five per cent. We have a problem. We do not really generate enough federal revenue from 
taxation of the mining industry and we pander to the mining industry, which was very supportive of the decision 
of the 2013 review not to lift the royalty rate. The National Party talked about trying to tinker around with some 
obscure rental value, which just happened to exist in state agreement acts and had no functional capability 
whatsoever. It was actually transferred to a regulation. If we are really genuine about lifting the state’s economy, 
we need to be fair dinkum about making sure that our resources that are finite, according to the Association of 
Mining and Exploration Companies and everybody, leave us with a legacy of income.  
Where are we going to be in 27 years or whatever—I think it is 47 years on one account—when our major industries 
are looking at banded iron ore formations, which are of much lower value? I want this state to be in a good position 
for my grandchildren and for future generations. I have seen nothing in any of the budgets I have talked about over 
the last 14 years that has ever addressed that. We are too scared of the big end of town and we kowtow to them. One 
of the agencies that has led us into that position is the former Department of State Development. 
We have noticed that there has been quite a good outcome recently: Mineral Resources has just agreed to take over 
Koolyanobbing, and will continue to export out of Esperance. I was the consultant who went down to Esperance 
and negotiated the original outcome there; that is the only iron ore port anywhere in the world that actually has all 
its stockpiles and transfer points—everything—in hermetically sealed systems. I remember Portman Iron Ore 
coming down to the chamber of commerce and the shire there and saying, “You can’t dictate to us. If you don’t 
do what we want, we’re walking.” It was going to be only 14 jobs on the wharf. I advised the shire to let Portman 
walk, because I could guarantee that it would not walk. Three days later, Portman committed to spending 
$16 million and doing exactly what the community wanted. If only state governments had the fortitude to not bend 
over to industry and to call its bluff. We have the resources, we have the lithium and we have the iron ore. It is 
about time we stood up for our state and its economy and not just bend over backwards for the big end of town. 
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Ken Baston. 
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